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◆Story "Although it was long ago that the Six Elden Lords pledged their swords to protect the
land of the Elden Ring, the world is no longer the same as before. The Elves are fading and,

while human powers are at their height, there is nothing to halt the oncoming darkness.
Facing the onslaught of their enemy, our heroes are about to embark on a quest that will test

their strength and determine their fate. Only by uniting as a team will they be able to
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vanquish the threat that threatens the last remnant of the Elven race. " ◆ Gameplay 1. Plays
with Seven Warriors. - You can play as up to 7 Warriors in one game! 1. Warriors are a strong

force who possesses the power to adapt to the on-field situation and turn it to your
advantage. 2. Each Warrior can select their skills and weapons at the time of battle. 3. A

Warrior can participate in battle with only their allies. The order of battle differs depending
on the party order. 4. Depending on the Warrior skill level, the difference between the

damage effect differs. 5. The Warriors will share their power depending on the party leader.
2. Family Bond. - A happy and stable family is a good foundation for a child. - In addition to

the improvements of your Warriors, there are also many other upgrades and improvements.
2. Craft Items. - Handcrafted items such as armor, weapons and magical power, as well as

materials, can be crafted. The rate of crafting and the experience are also improved. 2.
Enhancements. - Enhancements can be done to Warriors and vehicles. The effects depend
on the type of equipment. 2. Mission and Conquest. - When you defeat enemies, you will

receive Gold as reward. - You can use Gold to purchase new equipment and offer it as a gift.
- In addition to rewards, you can collect various items that you can carry on in the world map

as well as in your own world. 3. Dungeons. - dungeons are the main focus of the game. -
Dungeons are created based on the story and fight against dangerous monsters. - Dungeons
appear at several locations in the world. - Dungeons have a variety of traps and monsters. -

Each dungeon has a different structure, which you can freely configure to your liking. 4.
Abundance of Depth. - Aside from

Features Key:
CLASSES AND MAP

Open-World Explorable Landscapes
4 Different Attributes and 13 Jobs

Saying the Tagalog Greeting Technology
Online Faction System

PUNISHMENT SYSTEM
Non-Combat Skills
Battle System with its Endless Evolution
Satisfying Combination of Action and Strategy
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Questing Each with a Pair of Eyes and Wits
Multiple Languages

EIGHT ENEMIES
Dream Witches, Galatea, Gold Fairies and Dreams
MORE ENEMIES ARE BEING DESIGNED
RAPIDS
PLAIN CINNAMON
ROYAL SEASHORE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SALT WATER ORANGE
HERBAL LANDSCAPE
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